MEMORANDUM
05-11

June 13, 2005

TO: District Directors
District Construction Engineers
Toll Road Operations Engineer
Division of Materials and Tests
District Materials & Tests Engineers
District Area Engineers
Project Engineers/Supervisors

FROM: Dennis A. Kuchler, Chief
Contracts and Construction Division

RE: Acceptance of Plastic Pipe and Pipe Liner Materials

Contracts and Construction Memo 04-11 permitted acceptance of pipe liners by certification until we obtained more sources on the approved list. Effective immediately for contracts let after July 1, 2005 this will no longer be permitted. Therefore, only materials listed on the Approved List of Plastic Pipe and Pipe Liner Sources will be allowed after July 1, 2005. The approved list is constantly updated and the Materials & Tests Division will work with any source to get their product approved and on the list. Field personnel are reminded that the basis for use requirements must be satisfied before any material is incorporated in our projects.

We ask your help in enforcing this requirement as written in the Standard Specifications and the Manual for Frequency of Sampling and Testing and Basis for Use of Materials.
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